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Abstract

Our comprehensive cohort of 1100 unrelated achromatopsia (ACHM) patients comprises

a considerable number of cases (~5%) harboring only a single pathogenic variant in the

major ACHM gene CNGB3. We sequenced the entire CNGB3 locus in 33 of these patients

to find a second variant which eventually explained the patients’ phenotype. Forty‐seven
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intronic CNGB3 variants were identified in 28 subjects after a filtering step based on

frequency and the exclusion of variants found in cis with pathogenic alleles. In a second

step, in silico prediction tools were used to filter out those variants with little odds of

being deleterious. This left three variants that were analyzed using heterologous splicing

assays. Variant c.1663–1205G>A, found in 14 subjects, and variant c.1663‐2137C>T,
found in two subjects, were indeed shown to exert a splicing defect by causing

pseudoexon insertion into the transcript. Subsequent screening of further unsolved

CNGB3 subjects identified four additional cases harboring the c.1663–1205G>A variant

which makes it the eighth most frequent CNGB3 variant in our cohort. Compound

heterozygosity could be validated in ten cases. Our study demonstrates that whole gene

sequencing can be a powerful approach to identify the second pathogenic allele in

patients apparently harboring only one disease‐causing variant.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Achromatopsia (ACHM) is a rare autosomal recessive retinal disorder

characterized by color vision defects, photophobia, nystagmus, and

severely reduced visual acuity. The disease is caused by mutations in

genes encoding crucial components of the cone phototransduction

cascade, namely CNGA3 (MIM# 600053), CNGB3 (MIM# 605080),

GNAT2 (MIM# 139340), PDE6C (MIM# 600827), and PDE6H (MIM#

601190), or in ATF6 (MIM# 605537), involved in the unfolded

protein response. CNGB3 encodes the beta subunit of the cyclic

nucleotide‐gated ion channel in cone photoreceptors and is the major

ACHM gene in Europe and the US. Yet a considerable number of

cases remain genetically unsolved, in some cases because only a

single pathogenic allele was identified for one of the known ACHM

genes. We previously showed that copy number variations (CNVs) in

CNGB3 contribute to these missing alleles in CNGB3‐linked ACHM

(Mayer et al., 2017), but do not account for the second allele in all

cases. From our entire ACHM cohort which comprises 1,100

independent families, we have selected 33 cases harboring a single

disease‐causing variant in CNGB3 and in which CNV analysis failed to

identify the second pathogenic allele. We hypothesized that the

second pathogenic allele is a noncanonical splice site variant located

in the intronic regions not covered by standard exon‐oriented
screenings. In fact, an important, but maybe underestimated cause of

hereditary diseases is the inclusion of intronic sequences in mRNAs

(Buratti et al., 2007; Vorechovsky, 2006). This pseudoexon inclusion

is triggered by mutations that activate noncanonical splice sites (Vaz

Drago et al., 2017). It was proposed that approximately 50% of

pseudoexons are derived from transposable elements, particularly

Alu elements (Lev‐Maor, Sorek, Shomron, & Ast, 2003; Vorechovsky,

2010). The genomic region of CNGB3 is highly enriched with repeat

elements as has been shown previously (Van Schil et al., 2018). The

rationale behind our study was to identify intronic variants in the

CNGB3 gene that create novel acceptor or donor splice sites, thereby

activating complementary splice sites and leading to the inclusion of

pseudo‐exons in the mRNA. Whole‐gene targeted sequencing of the

CNGB3 gene led to the identification of three distinct novel deep

intronic variants that were predicted in silico to create cryptic donor

splice sites. The consequences of these splicing alterations were

validated using reporter minigene assays.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Editorial policies and ethical considerations

Samples from all patients and family members were recruited in

accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and

were obtained with written informed consent approved by the

respective local research and ethical boards or dependent on the

local regulatory bodies accompanying the patients’ samples. Speci-

fically, this study was approved by the institutional review board of

the Ethics Committee of the University Hospital of Tübingen under

the study no. 116/2015BO2.

2.2 | Subjects and clinical evaluation

The study cohort comprised 39 unrelated patients, recruited at

several ophthalmic centers (from Germany, Switzerland, Spain,

France, Denmark, Hungary, Greece, Austria, USA) and sent to the

Institute for Ophthalmic Research in Tübingen (Germany) for genetic

research investigation. The clinical diagnosis was established by

standard clinical ophthalmologic examinations including, but not

limited to, visual acuity, color vision, and ophthalmoscopy. Some

cases underwent noninvasive retinal imaging, psychophysical and

electrophysiological testing. Genomic DNA of patients was extracted

from peripheral blood using standard protocols. Mutation screening

for the six ACHM genes was performed as described previously

(Mayer et al., 2017).
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2.3 | Target enrichment

To cover the entire CNGB3 gene (87,566,205–87,755,903 in GRCh37

coordinates), a set of 18 overlapping primer pairs (see Table S1) was

designed using Primer3plus (Untergasser et al., 2007). The long distance

(LD)‐PCR approach covered 89.7% (155,849 bp) of 173,824 target

basepairs. The uncovered bases represented 10.3% of the total number

of bases, all of them located in noncoding regions and mostly comprising

arrays of repeat elements such as Alu sequences, long interspersed

nuclear elements (LINEs) and short interspersed nuclear elements

(SINEs). Amplicons were generated using the LA Taq Polymerase

(TaKaRa Bio, Saint‐Germain‐en‐Laye, France) according to manufac-

turer’s protocol. Amplification was verified by analyzing 2 µl of each

PCR product on a 1% agarose gel. Quantification was performed by

ImageJ (Schindelin, Rueden, Hiner, & Eliceiri, 2015) using five different

concentrations of lambda DNA to generate the standard curve.

2.4 | Library preparation and sequencing

For library generation for each individual sample, equimolar amounts

of the 18 different LD‐PCR amplicons were pooled and purified using

Agencourt AMPure XP Beads (Beckman Colter, Krefeld, Germany)

according to manufacturer’s instructions. The DNA concentration of

the purified amplicon pools was measured using the Qubit dsDNA HS

Assay kit on the Qubit 2.0 fluorometer (Life Technologies, Darm-

stadt, Germany) and diluted to 0.2 ng/μl. Indexed paired‐end libraries

were generated from 5 μl of diluted amplicon pools using the Nextera

XT DNA Sample Preparation Kit (Illumina, Munich, Germany)

according to manufacturer’s protocol. Successful tagmentation was

validated by ascertainment of fragment length of the libraries using

the High Sensitivity DNA kit on the 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent

Technologies, Hamburg, Germany). The final library (1.8 pM) was

subjected to a 300 cycle sequencing run using the MiniSeq System

Mid‐Output Kit on the MiniSeq instrument (Illumina).

2.5 | Bioinformatic analysis

The data analysis was performed using the megSAP pipeline

(https://github.com/imgag/megSAP) developed at the Institute of

Medical Genetics and Applied Genomics, University Hospital of

Tübingen, (Tübingen, Germany). Here, we briefly list the main

tools of the pipeline: SeqPurge (v. 0.1‐935; Sturm, Schroeder, &

Bauer, 2016) was used for adapter and quality trimming, BWA

mem (v. 0.7.17; Li, 2013) for read mapping, samblaster (v. 0.1.24;

Faust & Hall, 2014) for duplicate removal, ABRA2 (v. 2.18; Mose,

Perou, & Parker, 2019) for indel‐realignment, freebayes (v. 1.2.0;

Garrison & Marth, 2012) for variant calling, and Ensembl VEP (v.

94.5; McLaren et al., 2016) for variant annotation. Several tools

from the ngs‐bits toolset (https://github.com/imgag/ngs‐bits)
were used for quality control, annotation of in‐house variant

frequencies, copy‐number variant calling, and other minor

processing steps. MultiQC (v. 1.7; Ewels, Magnusson, Lundin, &

Käller, 2016) was used to generate the quality metrics summary

for all samples. The whole bioinformatics analysis and all genomic

coordinates given in this manuscript are based on the GRCh37

genome. Variant designation is based on the NCBI Reference

Sequence NM_019098.4.

2.6 | In silico analysis of intronic variants

Assessment of splicing changes was performed with the Alamut

Genova software v1.4 (http://www.interactive‐biosoftware.com)

using default parameters. In addition, we used the Human Splicing

Finder (HSF) 3.1 tool (www.umd.be/HSF/; Desmet et al., 2009) with

default parameters which enables the detection of auxiliary motifs

through the incorporation of all available matrices for splicing

enhancers and silencers.

2.7 | Splicing analysis using minigene assays

For each candidate cryptic splice site variant, a DNA fragment including

the variant and its flanking regions was amplified from selected patients

using a proofreading polymerase and standard PCR protocols. Since all

variants were present in heterozygous state in the respective patients,

both the normal and the variant allele could be coamplified. Cloning

into the exon‐trapping vector pSPL3, transfection of human embryonic

kidney (HEK) 293T cells, RNA isolation and reverse transcriptase

polymerase chain reaction (RT‐PCR) were performed as described

previously (Weisschuh, Wissinger, & Gramer, 2012).

2.8 | Relative quantification of RT‐PCR products

RT‐PCR from cDNA obtained from HEK 293 T cells (ATCC,

Teddington, UK) transfected with plasmid constructs harboring

the mutant c.1663‐1205A‐allele was performed with a 5′ FAM

(6‐carboxyfluorescein) labeled forward primer located in exon 14

(5‐CCGTTCTCTATTTGCCTGGT‐3´) and a reverse primer located

in the pSPL3 tat2 exon (5‐GATCCATTCGACCAATTCACT‐3´)
using the AmpliTaqGold polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific,

Karlsruhe, Germany). FAM‐labeled RT‐PCR products were di-

luted 1:100 in water, mixed with 1 μl of GeneScan ROX500 size

standard (Life Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany) and 8 μl of Hi‐
Di Formamide (Life Technologies) in a total volume of 10 μl.

Mixes were separated by capillary electrophoresis on an ABI

3130XL Genetic Analyzer instrument (Life Technologies). The

area‐under‐the‐curve (AUC) was calculated with GeneMapper 5

(Life Technologies) software. Ratios of splicing products were

determined as the AUC for individual peaks divided by the sum of

AUC of all differentially spliced products.

2.9 | Haplotype analysis

Three annotated microsatellites in the vicinity of CNGB3 (D8S1707,

D8S167, and D8S1119) were analyzed as described previously

(Mayer et al., 2017).
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3 | RESULTS

3.1 | NGS quality metrics

NGS performed on an Illumina Miniseq instrument achieved on

average 788,000 reads per sample with 340,000 being the lowest

and 1,300,000 being the highest number of reads obtained. One

hundred megabases (Mb) was the average amount of usable sequence

bases obtained and 98.0% were mapped on target. The latter value

corresponds to the region that could be amplified using the LD‐PCR
approach. As outlined in the Section Material and Methods, 10% of the

target region could not be amplified despite several attempts

evaluating different primer sequences, polymerases, and PCR condi-

tions. More specifically, three intronic regions failed to be amplified.

The biggest gap of 10,290 bp is located in intron 3 (GRCh37 chr

8:877,002,41–877,105,31). Two smaller gaps of 4,021 bp and 3,766 bp

are located in intron 10 (GRCh37 chr 8:876,477,96–876,518,17) and

intron 13 (GRCh37 chr 8:876,257,41–876,295,07), respectively. The

overall mean coverage was 577± 116 with 89.2% of target sequence

covered with at least 50 reads.

3.2 | Detection rate of known variants

In addition to the 33 monoallelic CNGB3 cases, we sequenced six

patients who were known to be homozygous for the recurrent

c.1148del variant in CNGB3. These patients were mainly sequenced

for haplotyping purposes in a different research context (data not

shown). However, they also served as positive controls with respect

to the detection rate and were used for subsequent filtering of

candidate variants. Using our data analysis pipeline, we were able to

redetect all previously known variants in the six patients homo-

zygous for the c.1148del variant and in the 33 single heterozygous

CNGB3 cases. This results in a detection rate of 100% for the

previously known variants. The variants of the 33 single hetero-

zygous CNGB3 cases are listed in Table S2. For the sake of brevity,

we will refer, in the following, to the known first alleles as coding

variants.

3.3 | Filtering of variants

Whole‐gene targeted sequencing of the CNGB3 gene led to the

identification of a mean of 257 variants per patient after exclusion of

the known coding variants. After filtering out variants with a MAF

greater than or equal to 0.01 in 1,000 Genomes and gnomAD

population frequency databases, an average of 17 rare intronic

variants per sample remained. Five patients were found to harbor a

second pathogenic variant in the coding region of CNGB3 that had

escaped the prior screening based on Sanger sequencing and/or

denaturing high performance liquid chromatography (Table S3).

Segregation analyses could be performed in three of these cases

and confirmed compound heterozygosity. In the remaining 28

patients a second filtering step was performed, in which all intronic

variants were excluded that were found in cis with pathogenic

variants in the solved cases (i.e., five bi‐allelic mutation carriers and

six patients homozygous for the c.1148del variant). The rationale

behind this filtering step was that we considered it unlikely that a

patient harbored three pathogenic variants in CNGB3. Where

possible, we also performed segregation analysis to filter out

candidate intronic variants in cis to the known coding variant.

Variants that merely affected homonucleotide stretches or short

tandem repeats were discarded. After having performed all filtering

steps, 47 variants remained (Table S4). The position of each variant

relative to the nearest canonical splice site ranged between 12 and

18,721 nucleotides. Eleven variants were seen in more than one

patient (ranging from two times to 14 times), whereas 36 variants

were unique. All variants except one were seen in heterozygous

state. In addition to the 47 intronic variants, we identified one variant

located 1,368 nucleotides upstream from the start codon and one

variant located 1,652 nucleotides downstream of the stop codon

(data not shown). Whether these two variants exert a pathogenic

effect based on expression regulation or transcript stability remains

unknown and was not analyzed.

3.4 | In silico prioritization

In silico assessment of intronic variants using four splicing algorithms

embedded in the Alamut Genova software is shown in Table S4.

Because the CNGB3 gene is not known to have alternative

transcripts, we did not include scores that predicted the disruption

or weakening of noncanonical splice sites. Twenty‐six variants were

not predicted to create novel splice sites by any algorithm. Eleven

variants were predicted by one algorithm to create or strengthen a

cryptic splice site, seven variants by two and one variant by three

algorithms, respectively. Only two variants were predicted to create

or strengthen a potential donor splice site by all four algorithms.

Variants were selected for further analysis by means of heterologous

splice assays only if they created cryptic splice sites with a relative

strength of more than 75% of the respective maximal score in at least

two out of four splice prediction algorithms. This was only the case

for three variants, namely c.212‐3599T>A, c.1663–1205G>A and

c.1663‐2137C>T (shown in bold in Table S4), which were all

predicted to create or strengthen a cryptic donor splice site. The

typical length of an exon in humans is less than 200 bp (Sakharkar,

Chow, & Kangueane, 2004). Potential complementary acceptor splice

sites located not more than 200 bp upstream of the cryptic splice

donor were identified for all three variants (Figure 1).

3.5 | Splicing analysis using minigene assays

We aimed to analyze the potential effect on splicing for the three

candidate splice site variants c.212‐3599T>A, c.1663–1205G>A and

c.1663‐2137C>T in more detail. Since there is no substantial CNGB3

expression in blood cells or other accessible tissues, we made use of a

heterologous splicing assay in HEK293T cells to test mutant and

wild‐type CNGB3 minigene constructs in direct comparison. For the

analysis of c.1663–1205G>A and c.1663‐2137C>T, which are both
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located in intron 14, amplicons were generated that comprised not

only intron 14 but also both neighboring exons plus 500 bp of

flanking intronic sequence. The third candidate variant c.212‐
3599T>A is located in intron 3 which comprises more than 13 kb.

It was not possible to clone the entire intron 3 plus flanking exons

into pSPL3. Hence, we cloned an amplicon which comprised the

cryptic donor site plus two putative complementary acceptor splice

sites and putative branch points.

The c.212‐3599T>A variant did not exert any visible effect in the

splicing assay (Figure 2c). In contrast, HEK293T cells transfected

with plasmid constructs harboring the mutant c.1663‐1205A‐allele
yielded two RT–PCR products one of which was slightly larger than

the single product derived from cultures transfected with the

wildtype c.1663–1205G‐allele. Subsequent sequencing of subcloned

RT‐PCR products showed that the major product derived from the

transfection with the mutant c.1663‐1205A‐allele comprised not

only exons 14 and 15, but also a pseudoexon of 34 nucleotides

spliced between both canonical exons (Figure 2a). This pseudoexon

had exactly been predicted in silico (Figure 1). The minor product

corresponds to the correctly processed transcript. To quantify the

splicing defect more precisely we performed RT‐PCR with a FAM‐
labeled forward primer and separated the PCR products by capillary

electrophoresis. From the AUC of fluorescence intensity for each

fragment we calculated the relative abundance of correctly versus

aberrantly spliced RT‐PCR products (Figure S1) which is 32% versus

68%. The aberrant transcript would lead, if translated, to an insertion

of 32 novel amino acids followed by a premature termination codon.

Taking into account that the variant is leaky (i.e., produces residual

amounts of correct transcript), the nomenclature of this variant is

c.1663–1205G>A/p.(G555Lfs*33, =). The second variant located in

intron 14, c.1663‐2137C>T, also exerted a splicing defect in the

minigene assays. HEK293T cells transfected with plasmid constructs

harboring the mutant c.1663‐2137T‐allele yielded a single RT‐PCR
product which was clearly larger than the single product derived

from cultures transfected with the wildtype c.1663‐2137C‐allele.
Subsequent sequencing of the aberrant transcript revealed an in‐
frame pseudoexon of 99 nucleotides spliced between exons 14 and

15 (Figure 2b). This spliced in pseudoexon is one nucleotide shorter

than was predicted in silico (Figure 1). The aberrant transcript would

lead, if translated, to an insertion of eight novel amino acids followed

by a premature termination codon, hence the nomenclature of this

variant is c.1663‐2137C>T/p.(G555Afs*9). If the mutant transcripts

from both variants are not targeted to nonsense‐mediated decay

(NMD), the translated proteins are considered to be nonfunctional

since they will lack the cGMP binding site.

Variants c.1663–1205G>A and c.1663‐2137C>T have been sub-

mitted to ClinVar (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/, Landrum et al.,

2014) with accession codes SCV000926194 and SCV000926195,

respectively.

3.6 | Cohort screening for the c.1663–1205G>A
and c.1663‐2137C>T variants

Our entire cohort of patients with a primary clinical diagnosis of

ACHM comprises 1100 index patients. Among these, approximately

240 are still unsolved. We screened these patients for the

F IGURE 1 Cryptic donor sites strengthened by the deep intronic variants and complementary cryptic acceptor sites. The sequence snippets

show cryptic donor sites (blue) which are strengthened by the respective intronic variant (red). Putative complementary acceptor sites
calculated with three algorithms embedded in the Human Splicing Finder 3.1 are shown in green. Only those acceptor sites are indicated that
were predicted with a relative strength of more than 75% of the respective maximal score in at least two out of the three algorithms tested. The

invariable GT and AG dinucleotides are shown in capital letters
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c.1663–1205G>A and c.1663‐2137C>T variants by means of

amplicon sequencing and identified four additional cases hetero-

zygous for c.1663–1205G>A, all of which were known to harbor

another pathogenic coding variant in CNGB3. Segregation analysis to

prove trans configuration of the coding variant and the deep intronic

variant was only possible in one patient. We did not identify

additional cases harboring the c.1663‐2137C>T variant. Table 1

shows the genotypes of all patients that harbor the c.1663–1205G>A

and c.1663‐2137C>T variants.

3.7 | Founder effect analysis of the
c.1663–1205G>A variant

To study the origin of the c.1663–1205G>A variant, we performed

genotyping of three microsatellites in the vicinity of CNGB3.

Segregation analysis with these microsatellite markers revealed that

within our patient cohort there is a mix of recurrent mutational events

and to a lesser extent founder effects for the c.1663–1205G>A variant

(Figure S2). Whether the c.1663‐2137C>T variant is a founder

mutation could not be established since segregation analysis was only

feasible in one of the two carriers.

4 | DISCUSSION

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of deep intronic

variants in CNGB3 presumably leading to functional null alleles. The

genetic evidence that the c.1663–1205G>A variant causes ACHM is

compelling. While it is absent in 31,416 alleles present in the

population database gnomAD, it was observed in 18 patients from

F IGURE 2 Qualitative analysis of RT‐PCR products from minigene splicing assays. Gel loading is as follows: Lane 1, 100 bp ladder size

standard. RT‐PCR products derived from HEK293T cells transfected with plasmid constructs harboring the wildtype allele of the respective
variant (lane 2), while those with the mutant allele are shown in lane 3. Transfection with empty pSPL3 vector (lane 4) and untransfected cells
(lane 5) served as controls. NRT (lane 6), no reverse transcriptase control; NTC (lane 7), no template control. (a) RT‐PCR revealed one product in

HEK293T cells transfected with plasmid constructs harboring the wildtype c.1663–1205G‐allele and two products (indicated by arrows) in cells
transfected with the mutant c.1663‐1205A‐allele. Sequence analysis of RT‐PCR products shows that the major RT‐PCR product obtained from
cells transfected with the mutant c.1663‐1205A‐allele comprises a pseudoexon spliced between exons 14 and 15 while the minor product

represents correct splicing of exon 14 to exon 15. (b) Variant c.1663‐2137C>T uniformly causes insertion of a pseudoexon of 99 nucleotides
spliced between exons 14 and 15. (c) Variant c.212‐3599T>A does not result in a splice defect. Sequence analysis of the single RT‐PCR product
obtained from cells transfected with the mutant c.212‐3599A‐allele shows only the two internal exons of the pSPL3 vector (i.e., tat1 and tat2)

without a pseudoexon spliced between
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this study which makes it the eighth most frequent CNGB3 mutation

in our comprehensive ACHM cohort (Table 2). Segregation analysis

was not feasible for all patients but we could verify that the

c.1663–1205G>A variant was in trans to the coding variant in ten

patients. For one patient only one parental sample was available and

genotyping was indicative of a trans configuration of variants. The

c.1663‐2137C>T variant is less frequent in our patient cohort as it

was found only in two patients. Trans configuration could be

established in one patient. It is a rare variant in the general

population, being only present once in heterozygosis in 30,756 alleles

sourced from gnomAD.

In addition to the genetic evidence, the c.1663–1205G>A and the

c.1663‐2137C>T variants demonstrated a distinct splicing defect in

our minigene assays as they both cause the insertion of a pseudoexon

into the transcript, leading to premature termination codons,

respectively. In contrast to the c.1663‐2137C>T variant, the splicing

defect exerted by the c.1663–1205G>A variant is not fully

penetrant, at least in HEK293T cells, which upon transfection with

the mutant allele also showed the correctly spliced transcript, albeit

at a considerable lower level than the aberrantly spliced product

(30% wildtype vs. 70% mutant). All patients who are heterozygous

for the c.1663–1205G>A variant carry either a frameshift, startloss,

nonsense or splice site variant on the second allele. We therefore

conclude that the c.1663–1205G>A variant may represent a mild

allele associated with reduced levels of wildtype CNGB3 transcripts

(and eventually CNGB3 protein) that is unmasked as being

deleterious if occurring in compound heterozygous state with a

loss‐of‐function allele.

Haplotyping with three microsatellite markers surrounding the

CNGB3 locus showed that seven different alleles (Figure S2) are

TABLE 1 Patients carrying the c.1663–1205G>A or the c.1663‐2137C>T variant

Patient ID Allele 1 Allele 2
Segrega-
tion

CHRO 117 c.819_826del/p.(R274Vfs*13) c.1663–1205G>A/p.(G555Lfs*33) Yes

CHRO 26 c.1148del/p.(T383Ifs*13) c.1663–1205G>A/p.(G555Lfs*33) Na

CHRO 31 c.1148del/p.(T383Ifs*13) c.1663–1205G>A/p.(G555Lfs*33) Na

CHRO 210 c.1148del/p.(T383Ifs*13) c.1663–1205G>A/p.(G555Lfs*33) Yes

CHRO 274 c.1148del/p.(T383Ifs*13) c.1663–1205G>A/p.(G555Lfs*33) Yes

CHRO 522 c.1148del/p.(T383Ifs*13) c.1663–1205G>A/p.(G555Lfs*33) Yes

CHRO 915 c.1148del/p.(T383Ifs*13) c.1663–1205G>A/p.(G555Lfs*33) Na

CHRO 1205 c.1148del/p.(T383Ifs*13) c.1663–1205G>A/p.(G555Lfs*33) Yes

CHRO 1076 c.1148del/p.(T383Ifs*13) c.1663–1205G>A/p.(G555Lfs*33) Na

CHRO 906 c.1148del/p.(T383Ifs*13) c.1663–1205G>A/p.(G555Lfs*33) Yes

CHRO 985 c.1148del/p.(T383Ifs*13) c.1663–1205G>A/p.(G555Lfs*33) Yesa

CHRO 1097 c.646C>T/p.(R216*) c.1663–1205G>A/p.(G555Lfs*33) Yes

CHRO 771 c.991–3T>G/p.? c.1663–1205G>A/p.(G555Lfs*33) Yes

CHRO 667 c.2T>C/p.? c.1663–1205G>A/p.(G555Lfs*33) Yes

CHRO 273 c.1635A>T/p.Y545* c.1663–1205G>A/p.(G555Lfs*33) Na

CHRO 658 c.644–1G>C/p.? c.1663–1205G>A/p.(G555Lfs*33) Na

CHRO 983 c.1178+5G>T/p.? c.1663–1205G>A/p.(G555Lfs*33) Yes

CHRO 1138 c.819_826del/p.R274Vfs*13 c.1663–1205G>A/p.(G555Lfs*33) Na

ZD 216 c.1148del/p.(T383Ifs*13) c.1663‐2137C>T/p.(G555Afs*9) Na

CHRO 1069 c.1190_1192del/p.(C397del) c.1663‐2137C>T/p.(G555Afs*9) Yes

Notes: Variant designation based on NCBI Reference Sequence NM_019098.4. na, not analyzed.
aOnly one parental sample was available and indicative of a trans configuration of variants.

TABLE 2 Ten most frequent CNGB3 alleles in the entire
achromatopsia cohort (n = 1100)

Nucleotide

(NM_019098.4)

CNGB3 protein

(NP_061971.3)

Total number

of alleles

c.1148del p.(T383Ifs*13) 730

c.819_826del p.(R274Vfs*13) 49

c.1578+1G>A p.? 33

c.1006G>T p.(E336*) 27

c.1208G>A p.(R403Q) 27

c.991–3T>G p.? 24

c.886_896delinsT p.(T296Yfs*9) 21

c.1663–1205 G>A p.(G555Lfs*33) 18

c.1063C>T p.(R478*) 10

c.1432C>T p.(S435F) 10

The variant shown in bold is one of the deep intronic variants identified in

this study and is the eighth most frequent CNGB3 variant in our cohort.
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associated with the c.1663–1205G>A variant, suggesting a mutation

hotspot rather than a founder effect. However, shared alleles were

found in two and three families, respectively, and are in favor of

founder events piggybacking on independent mutational events.

HEK293T cells transfected with plasmid constructs harboring the

wildtype and mutant alleles of the candidate intronic variant c.212‐
3599T>A did not show any splicing defect. The derived RT‐PCR
products comprised only the two internal exons of the pSPL3 vector

(i.e., tat1 and tat2) without a pseudoexon spliced between (Figure 2c).

Hence, any putative pseudoexon created by the c.212‐3599T>A
variant was not recognized by the splicing machinery of the

HEK293T cells. Since it was not possible to clone the entire intron

harboring the variant into the splicing vector, we generated a

minigene construct that includes two putative complementary splice

sites and branch points. Hence, putative auxiliary cis‐acting factors

located upstream or downstream of the cloned sequence might be

lacking in the construct. Similarly, the HEK293T cells might lack

retina‐specific splicing proteins (i.e., trans splicing factors) that are

necessary for the recognition of a pseudoexon created by the c.212‐
3599T>A variant. Pseudoexon insertion can be tissue specific, as was

shown for the most frequent Leber congenital amaurosis‐associated
CEP290 variant, c.2991+1655A>G (den Hollander et al., 2006; Dulla

et al., 2018). Hence, variant c.212‐3599T>A that showed no effect on

splicing in our study may still be proven to result in aberrant splicing

when assessed in a retinal cell line.

Of the patients analysed in this study, 12 remained unsolved after

targeted whole gene sequencing of CNGB3. This might be due to a

number of reasons. First of all, we cannot be sure that the phenotype

in all patients is related to mutations in CNGB3. Inherited retinal

disorders (IRDs) often present with considerable clinical overlap

(Sahel, Marazova, & Audo, 2014) which can preclude the assessment

of a diagnosis on the basis of the disease phenotype alone, especially

if patients are very young and follow‐up data (i.e., progression of the

disease) are not available. Because of this clinical overlap, we have

included patients not only with a clinical diagnosis of ACHM, but also

with other related diagnoses such as cone dystrophy, Morbus

Stargardt or macular dystrophy. However, it is of course possible

that the initial diagnosis in these patients is correct. From the 12

unsolved patients five were not diagnosed with ACHM but with a

related disease (Table S2). The presence of monoallelic variants in

CNGB3 in these patients can be incidental, especially for recurrent

alleles such as p.(R403Q) or c.1148del, with minor allele frequencies

of 0.4% and 0.17% in population datasets, respectively. In fact, in the

further course of this study, from the four unsolved patients who are

heterozygous carriers of the frequent p.(R403Q) allele three could be

solved in other research projects with pathogenic variants in other

genes. One patient (MST 137) was shown to harbor two pathogenic

variants in ABCA4, demonstrating that (a) the clinical diagnosis of

Morbus Stargardt had been correct, and (b) that the presence of the

p.(R403Q) allele in this patient was incidental. Likewise, one patient

(RCD 246) who was diagnosed with cone rod dystrophy could be

solved with pathogenic variants in CDHR1. Another patient (ZD 203)

was shown to harbor two pathogenic variants in the ATF6 gene that

had escaped a prior screening. To confirm that the phenotype in all

patients included in this study is indeed caused by CNGB3, a

comprehensive IRD panel sequencing approach could potentially

exclude putative disease‐causing variants in other IRD genes. Yet,

our cohort was only pre‐screened for mutations in the six known

ACHM genes within our ACHM‐related research projects. Another

possible explanation why we were not able to solve all patients is

that some intronic variants that were discarded in the filtering

process in fact do exert a splicing defect. It has been shown that

pseodoexon insertion most often is due to the generation or

strengthening of cryptic splice sites, but it can also be promoted by

the creation of exonic splicing enhancers (ESEs) or the abolishment of

exonic splicing silencers (ESSs; Vaz‐Drago, Custódio, & Carmo‐
Fonseca, 2017). As we focused on cryptic splice sites only, we

cannot exclude that some of the intronic variants we identified lead

to pseudoexon inclusion based on the formation of ESEs or the

repression of ESSs. And last, disease‐causing variants might be

located in a region of CNGB3 that could not be sequenced. As has

been outlined before, we could not amplify 10% of the target region

due to the presence of numerous repeat elements including Alu

elements, which in turn often contain sequence motifs that resemble

splice sites (Lev‐Maor et al., 2003; Vorechovsky, 2010).

Deep‐intronic splice variants are usually not identified in routine

diagnostics due to its focus on protein‐coding regions. However, the

use of novel approaches such as whole genome sequencing or targeted

locus resequencing have facilitated the scanning of an entire gene and

uncovered deep‐intronic splice mutations in multiple IRD genes such

as ABCA4 (Bauwens et al., 2019; Bax et al., 2015; Braun et al., 2013;

Sangermano et al., 2019; Schulz et al., 2017; Zaneveld et al., 2015;

Zernant et al., 2014), USH2A (Liquori et al., 2016; Vaché et al., 2012),

CEP290 (den Hollander et al., 2006), and others.

This is the first report of pathogenic deep‐intronic variants in CNGB3.

Screening of our entire cohort showed that the c.1663–1205G>A

variant is among the ten most frequent mutations in CNGB3. Our study

demonstrates that sequencing the entire gene in combination with a

stringent filtering process can aid in identifying the second pathogenic

allele in patients harboring a single disease‐causing variant.
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